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1

Find clothes in the puzzle. Then look at the pictures and write them in the table.
A

shirt
1 ____________

5

____________

ihoodiednecklacetshirty

B

2 ____________

11

____________

notrousersirtiearebootst

C

3 ____________

4

____________

D

6 ____________

7

____________

E

8 ____________

9

____________

10

____________

brtnagaposheadbandos

shorleggingstrobeltroup
ipearringsrsweatshirthip

2

Find categories A–E in the box.
bottoms short-sleeved tops jewellery short accessories tight footwear baggy

tops
A ______________
B ______________ C ______________ D ______________ E ______________

3

Complete the descriptions with the other words in exercise 2.
Jack’s going to wear a (1) ____________- ____________ shirt.
Ana’s going to wear (2) ____________ trousers.
Andrea’s going to wear a (3) ____________ T-shirt.
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3

like + -ing form

1

Complete with a verb from each box.

Are you watching (watch) the match?
1 A _________________

not mind like

listen be

B Yes. The score’s 1– 0 at the moment.

hate can’t stand

buy dress

2 A What _________________________ (do)?

not like love

wear

go

B I’m a student.

likes dressing
Jack (1) __________________
smartly, and

3 A Why ______________________________

he (2) ______________________ ties for his

(look) in my bag?

collection. He’s got thirty! But he

B Sorry! I thought it was my bag.
4 A Where _____________________________

(3) ______________________ jeans. He hasn’t
got any. He (4) ______________________

(live)?

shopping on Saturdays, but he prefers

B My penfriend? In Vienna, in Austria.
5 A _____________________________ (rain)?

weekdays because they’re quieter and he

B No, it’s sunny.

(5) ______________________ in places with a

6 A _______________________ (like) tattoos?

lot of people. He’s into jazz music, and he

B No. I think they’re horrible!

(6) ______________________ to pop.

Present continuous for future plans

Present simple v. present
continuous

2

Write questions. Use the present simple or
present continuous.

4

Write the present simple or present
continuous of the verbs in the article.

buy prepare not wear talk not follow

work

Write about your future plans.

visiting my grandparents on Sunday
1 I’m
____________________________________
afternoon.
____________________________________
2 ____________________________________
____________________________________

The fashion column

3 ____________________________________

’m talking to
It’s Saturday lunchtime, and I (1) ____________

4 ____________________________________

Tina Wayfield. Tina (2) ____________ for a teen
magazine, and she (3) ____________ an article
about fashion trends this winter.
When I see Tina, I get a surprise. She
(4) ______________________ any trendy

____________________________________
____________________________________
5 ____________________________________
____________________________________
6 ____________________________________
____________________________________

clothes. ‘I (5) ______________________
fashion,’ she says. ‘I love looking around shops, but
I always (6) _____________ similar clothes. I feel
most comfortable in jeans and a top.’ Apparently,
most designers like simple clothes.
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